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CHALLENGES FOR ACQUISITION (RESEARCH)

■ What kind of linguistic concepts/constructions are 
difficult for children to acquire? 

■ What kind of challenge do such cases present for 
researchers studying language acquisition?



ACQUIRING CONJUNCTION

■ And presents a challenging case for language 
acquisition: 

■ Abstractness 

■ Cross-categorial flexibility
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CROSS-CATEGORIAL NATURE OF AND

■ And in various syntactic environments: 

a. Anna and Bill laughed.                                   NP-conjunction  

b. Anna jumped and laughed.                              VP-conjunction  

c. Anna jumped and Bill laughed.                         S-conjunction



ACQUISITION QUESTION

■ While children start producing and in different 
syntactic environments as early as 2yo1, to what extent 
do they comprehend it in an adult-like manner? 

■ Is there any developmental asymmetry between 
different ands? If so, which and is acquired first?

1 Brown, 1973; Lust & Mervis, 1980; Tager-Flusberg et al., 1982; a.o.



ROADMAP

■ Early work on conjunction in child grammar 

■ “The Somebody Experiment”: Koring et al 

■ Present work 

■ Results 

■ Discussion & Outlook
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EARLIER WORK

■ Research on the acquisition of conjunction in child 
grammar began in the late 1970s…… 

■ Primarily used a combination of corpus analyses 
and production experiments 

■ Very mixed results
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A QUICK OVERVIEW

■ Lust & Mervis (1980): S-and is acquired earlier 

■ Tager-Flusberg et al. (1982): NP-and appears earlier 
in corpus, but no asymmetry in production 

■ Ardery (1980), Bloom et al (1980), Haslinger & 
Schmitt (2017): no clear developmental asymmetry 
between different ands
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“THE SOMEBODY EXPERIMENT”

■ A (very) recent comprehension study by Koring et al, 
using an act-out task. 

■ NP-and: 

   Somebody has [a helicopter and a car] 

■ S-and:  

  [Somebody has a helicopter] and [somebody has a car]
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“THE SOMEBODY EXPERIMENT” 

■ Experimenter, Mr Dog, Child Participant 

■ On stage: 3 characters & 2 items
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“THE SOMEBODY EXPERIMENT” 

■ Experimenter tells Mr. Dog to put a scene on the stage: 
“We would like to see somebody has a helicopter and somebody 
has a car.” Then Mr. Dog sets it up behind the curtains.
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“THE SOMEBODY EXPERIMENT” 

■ Experimenter opens the curtains and asks the child 
whether Mr. Dog did a good job or not.
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“THE SOMEBODY EXPERIMENT” 

■ Importantly, if Mr. Dog didn't do it right according to the 
child, the child would move the toys to make it right
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RESULTS FROM KORING ET AL 
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KORING ET AL'S SUMMARY

■ Children have adult-like interpretations for S-and. 

■ But non-adult-like behaviour on NP-and: "Children 
incorrectly interpret it as S-and." 

■ 3yo: almost zero-accuracy 

■ 4yo & 5yo: still below/at chance 
Loes”
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POSSIBLE ALTERNATIVE EXPLANATION?

■ Koring et al’s interesting results provided a first-pass 
understanding of children’s comprehension of and.  

■ They also prompted us to consider a possible 
alternative explanation: How come children of 3-5 yo 
have such a poor understanding of NP-and?
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FAIRNESS?

■ Set-up: 3 characters, 2 items 

■ Fairness!: Distribute items among characters as evenly 
as possible 

■ When NP-and is true: 1 character has 2 items, 2 
characters have nothing. 

■ S-and interpretation of NP-and? Or observing Fairness? 
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PRESENT STUDY: EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

■ We build on Koring et al’s work, with a "tweak" in 
the design to address our concern: 

■ Set-up: 2 characters & 3 items 

■ S-and: [Somebody has a carrot] and [somebody has 
a donut]. 

■ NP-and: Somebody has [a carrot and a donut], and 
somebody has a milk.
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“THE SOMEBODY EXPERIMENT” 

■ Experimenter, Wilbur the Pig, Child Participant 

■ On stage: 2 characters & 3 items
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“THE SOMEBODY EXPERIMENT” 

■ Experimenter tells Wilbur to put a scene on the stage: “Okay 
Wilbur, make it so that somebody has a carrot and somebody has a 
donut.” Wilbur sets it up behind the curtains.
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“THE SOMEBODY EXPERIMENT” 

■ Experimenter opens the curtains and asks the child, “Did 
Wilbur get it right, or was he being silly?” If the latter, the 
child is invited to move the toys to help Wilbur make it right.
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CONDITIONS

■ ConjunctionType: S-and vs. NP-and 

■ Truth: adult-true scenario vs. adult-false scenario 

■ AgeGroup: 3yo, 4yo, 5/6yo

Character A Character B
S-and 

NP-and
Item X Item Y, Item Z

S-and 
NP-and Item X, Item Y Item Z
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S-CONJ: ADULT TRUE

[Somebody has a carrot] and [somebody has a donut].
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S-CONJ: ADULT FALSE

[Somebody has a carrot] and [somebody has a donut].
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NP-CONJ: ADULT TRUE

Somebody has [a dinosaur and a lion], and 
somebody has a pizza.
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NP-CONJ: ADULT FALSE

Somebody has [a dinosaur and a lion], and 
somebody has a pizza.
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CODING

■ Response: 1 if “right”, 0 if “silly” 

■ AdultLike_Accuracy:  

■ 1 if "right" in an adult-true scenario OR "silly" in an 
adult-false scenario & the child's modification 
corresponds to an adult-like interpretation 

■ 0 otherwise
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EXCLUSION CRITERION

■ Some of child participants exhibited certain behaviors 
throughout the experiment (fillers + targets).  

■ They are excluded because it’s unclear what the 
intentions of these behaviors are.2 

■ Categories: Sharers, Minimalists, Swappers, Yes-sayers

2 Or help us understand!
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EXCLUSION: SHARERS

Both children have cake.
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EXCLUSION: MINIMALISTS

Both children have cake.
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EXCLUSION: SWAPPERS

Both children have cake.
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EXCLUSION: YES SAYERS

■ Only says “no” to the 3 Both-fillers that are adult-false 
(i.e. “Both girls have X” but on the stage there is only 
one girl with X) 

■ Otherwise, always says yes
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AGE GROUPS
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After exclusion Total tested

3-year-olds 7 18

4-year-olds 22 28

5-year-olds 10 14



RESULTS: S-AND
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RESULTS: NP-AND
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ANALYSIS

■ Mixed-effects logistic model:  

■ Fixed effects: ConjunctionType*Truth+AgeGroup 

■ Random effect: PresentationOrder + ExpLocation 

■ Two main effects: ConjunctionType (z = -3.394, p < .001) 
and Truth (z = 2.697, p < .01) 

■ No other significant main effects or interactions
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ANALYSIS
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KEY POINTS

■ S-and: adult-like in both adult-true & adult-false scenarios 

■ NP-and:  

■ Near adult-like in adult-true scenarios, with 
improvement from 3yo to 5/6yo 

■ But below or at-chance in adult-false scenarios 

■ Overall, more adult-like performance in S-and than NP-and
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COMPARISON

Koring et al Kobayashi et al
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COMPARISON: SUMMARY

■ NP-and: Our results show more adult-like performance 
— despite the fact that our sentences are more complex 

■ S-and: Our results show (slightly) less adult-like 
performance especially in adult-false scenario
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INTERPRETION OF OUR RESULTS

■ What should we make of the main effect of 
ConjunctionType (S-and >> NP-and)? 

■ Relatedly, what should we make of the main effect of 
Truth (adult-true >> adult-false)?
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ONE INTERPRETATION

■ The main effect of ConjunctionType suggests a 
developmental asymmetry (as argued for in Koring et al) 

■ But in adult-true, both NP-and and S-and are well above 
chance for 4+yos 

■ NP-and sentences are more complex.
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A DIFFERENT INTERPRETATION

■ 4+ yo children know the meaning of both and-
sentences. In adult-true, both NP-and and S-and are well 
above chance for 4+ yos.  

■ But are true sentences just easier? Can we really take 
the red bars seriously?
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TRUTH IN OUR DESIGN

■ Our true sentences are no different from Koring et al, 
yet we see a qualitative difference for NP-and. 

■ Truth is fully crossed. Any theory that says true sentences 
are easier because they are true won't fly: you have to appeal 
to a difference in understanding the target sentences.
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Character A Character B
S-and 

NP-and
Item X Item Y, Item Z

S-and 
NP-and Item X, Item Y Item Z



WHAT TO DO WHEN FALSE?

■ Meanwhile, 4+ yo children still have difficulty deciding 
what to do when the sentence is false. 

■ In adult-false: when children are not being adult-like, 
more than half of the time they actually say “no”, but 
fail to correct the scene.
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NON-ADULT-LIKE RESPONSES OF NP-AND IN ADULT FALSE

■ Out of the 113 trials with non-adult-like responses: 

■ “Yes” responses: 49 

■ “No” responses: 64 

■ Move an item (21); Remove an item (24); add 3rd 
character (6); Swap items (5); Others (8)
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SUMMARY

■ Children have full grammatical knowledge of S-and 

■ Their understanding of NP-and is at least more adult-
like than we might have thought:   

■ They are able to identify it when it’s being used in an 
adult-like fashion 

■ They often can call out the incorrect uses, but have 
trouble fixing them up
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OUTLOOK: THE NOBODY EXPERIMENT

■ Another way to circumvent Fairness but without 
increasing the complexity of NP-and sentences:  

■ S-and: [Nobody has a carrot] and [Nobody has a 
donut]. 

■ NP-and: Nobody has [a carrot and a donut].
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OUTLOOK: THE NOBODY EXPERIMENT
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Nobody has [a carrot] and [a donut].

[Nobody has a carrot] and [nobody has a donut].
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